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Analyze and Translate Japanese in Various Domains
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Word order differences between Japanese and other languages cause serious translation errors by machine 
translation. We have proposed a method that reorders Japanese words into English word order prior to machine 
translation, to make the translation easy. We extend this method to spoken language.

Our key idea: reordering Japanese subject-object-verb order into subject-verb-object order by syntactic analysis. 
Our syntactic analyzer has been trained using both written and spoken Japanese and is now capable for 
analyzing spoken language as well as written language. Japanese words are reordered using the syntactic 
relations and more easily and accurately translated into English. Such machine translation technologies will ease 
language barriers in global communication. 

0013

Key technology(1): Language analysis
[1,2]

-Word segmentation
-Word dependency relations
-Capability for analyzing spoken language

(Developed training data in spoken Japanese)

Key technology(2): Pre-ordering [3]

-Reordering based on foreign language
grammar (Subj.-Obj.-Verb to Subj.-Verb-Obj)
- Utilize dependency relations to reorder

Key technology(3): Statistical MT
- Learn translation patterns from data
- Easily solvable with monotone translation
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He saw a cat with a long tail.

他 の ご質問 は ございます でしょう か ある は 他 の 質問か

Are there any other questions ?
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Honorifics & interrogative sentences Reordering and simplification
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Careful reading helps translation! 

It works also for spoken language!
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